AUSTRALIAN AGE OF DINOSAURS MUSEUM
AND DINOSAUR STAMPEDE NATIONAL MONUMENT

2023 GROUP RATES

Valid 1 January 2023 to 31 December 2023

australianageofdinosaurs.com
The Australian Age of Dinosaurs Museum is an art gallery, nature reserve, museum and science institution. While at the Museum guests are hosted by passionate Tour Guides who break down the science in a relatable and down-to-earth way.

By touching real fossils and seeing life-sized bronze models, in the landscape they once inhabited, we hope to inspire you to learn more about Australia’s 4.5-billion-year-old story.

This is our past. This is your Museum.

David Elliott OAM
Museum Co-founder
The Deep-Time Astronomy tour at the Gondwana Stars Observatory

Tours through the Gondwana Stars Observatory are immersive naked-eye viewing tours with telescope-viewing opportunities at the end of each experience. Our astronomy guides use handheld lasers to explain the evolution of the night sky by linking the events on Earth to the extraordinary dark skies above, delving into time and space and our collective understanding and search for our place within it.

Basically, what did the dinosaurs see when they looked skyward? How do constellations change over time? Why are humans innately drawn to finding meaning in star patterns and how does that fascination continue today? How can we possibly understand time? What is our place in the vast cosmos? Let’s get deep and explore the heavens together, with both feet firmly placed on Earth.

Tour content will depend on the phases of the Moon. This tour is subject to availability; book early to secure your spot.

INCLUDED A guided tour of the Gondwana Stars Observatory at Australia’s first International Dark-Sky Sanctuary

DURATION 1.5 hours (from 7pm onwards)

MIN 10 paying guests

GROUP RATES $38pp*
DELUXE BBQ on The Jump-Up including the Ultimate Dinosaur tour

Experience the Ultimate Dinosaur tour with your own Tour Guide. This experience includes touching a real dinosaur fossil, seeing the holotype fossils of Australovenator (Banjo), Diamantinasaurus (Matilda), Ferrodraco (Butch), Confractosuchus (Chookie) and Savannasaurus (Wade) and plenty of unique photo opportunities.

At the March of the Titanosaurs exhibition, take in the best example of sauropod tracks in Australia before enjoying a leisurely walk through Dinosaur Canyon’s outdoor exhibitions featuring life-sized bronze dinosaurs and flying reptiles.

As the sun sets and the stars begin to emerge over Australia’s first International Dark-Sky Sanctuary, you will enjoy a private after-hours Deluxe BBQ. The Deluxe BBQ includes a two-course meal consisting of shared antipasto platters, prime local meat, fresh salads, good-quality beer, ‘dinosaur’ wine and soft drinks. Book early to secure this exclusive after-hours tour experience.

INCLUDES All guided tours, 2-course dinner and drinks
DURATION 6 hours
MIN 15 paying guests
GROUP RATES $120pp (Drivers or crew $49pp)*

LUNCH on The Jump-Up including the Ultimate Dinosaur tour

Experience the Ultimate Dinosaur tour with your own Tour Guide. This experience includes touching a real dinosaur fossil, seeing the holotype fossils of Australovenator (Banjo), Diamantinasaurus (Matilda), Ferrodraco (Butch) Confractosuchus (Chookie) and Savannasaurus (Wade) and plenty of unique photo opportunities.

At the March of the Titanosaurs exhibition a passionate Tour Guide will explain how the recently discovered 54m-long tracksite was relocated to The Jump-Up and identify the many different trackmakers that walked across it 95 million years ago. The day ends with a leisurely walk through Dinosaur Canyon’s outdoor exhibitions featuring bronze dinosaurs and pterosaurs.

In between tours enjoy a deliciously fresh and tasty seasonal fruit platter, assorted sandwiches, wraps and fresh fruit juice – all while overlooking the majestic channel country.

INCLUDES All guided tours, lunch and drinks
DURATION 4.5 hours
MIN 10 paying guests
GROUP RATES $73pp (Drivers or crew $18pp)*
The Ultimate Dinosaur tour includes three tours spread across three unique facilities. In the most productive Fossil Preparation Laboratory in the Southern Hemisphere, visitors learn how fossils are discovered, watched as fossils are prepared and touched a real dinosaur bone.

In the Collection Room, visitors watch a movie presentation surrounded by the only fossil examples of Australia’s best-known dinosaurs.

At the March of the Titanosaurs exhibition, a passionate Tour Guide will explain how the recently discovered 54m-long tracksite was relocated to The Jump-Up and identify the many different trackmakers that walked across it millions of years ago. The day ends with a leisurely walk through Dinosaur Canyon’s outdoor exhibitions featuring bronze dinosaurs and pterosaurs.

The Gondwana Stars Observatory at Australia’s first International Dark-Sky Sanctuary (new in 2023)

Tours through the Gondwana Stars Observatory are immersive naked-eye viewing tours with telescope-viewing opportunities at the end of each experience. Our astronomy guides use handheld lasers to explain the evolution of the night sky by linking the events on Earth to the extraordinary dark skies above, delving into time and space and our collective understanding and search for our place within it.

Basically, what did the dinosaurs see when they looked skyward? How do constellations change over time? Why are humans innately drawn to finding meaning in star patterns and how does that fascination continue today? How can we possibly understand time? What is our place in the vast cosmos?

Tour content will depend on the phases of the Moon.

The Dinosaur Canyon experience tour

Start your experience at the Museum’s latest attraction! The March of the Titanosaurs exhibition features a recently discovered 54m-long tracksite, relocated over three years to The Jump-Up. During your private tour a passionate Tour Guide will explain how the tracks formed and identify the many different trackmakers that walked across it millions of years ago. The day ends with a leisurely walk through Dinosaur Canyon’s outdoor exhibitions featuring bronze dinosaurs and pterosaurs.

Outside this new exhibition are two life-sized bronze sauropods that depict the trackmakers in the exhibition.

End the day by enjoying a leisurely walk through Dinosaur Canyon’s outdoor exhibitions featuring the Death in the Billabong exhibit, Pterodactylus Family exhibit, Dinosaur Stampede exhibit and the Kunbarrasaurus Iversi exhibit. There are plenty of opportunities for your guests to get the perfect selfie or family photo.

The Museum tour

Touch a real dinosaur fossil!

This tour includes two tours spread across two unique facilities. In the most productive Fossil Preparation Laboratory in the Southern Hemisphere, visitors learn how fossils are discovered, watched as fossils are prepared and touched a real dinosaur bone.

In the Collection Room, surrounded by the only fossil examples of Australia’s best-known dinosaurs, visitors watch a movie presentation about Winton’s incredible dinosaurs.

This experience includes seeing the holotype fossils of Australovenator (Banjo), Diamantinasaurus (Matilda), Ferrodruces (Butch), Confractosuchus (Chookie) and Savannasaurus (Wade) and plenty of unique photo opportunities.

AUSTRALIAN AGE OF DINOSAURS
COMPLETE TOUR LIST

TIME SAVER

INCLUDES A guided tour of the March of the Titanosaurs exhibition and self-guided exploration of Dinosaur Canyon
DURATION 2 hours
MIN 10 paying guests
GROUP RATES $37pp*

TIME SAVER

INCLUDES A guided tour of the Fossil Preparation Laboratory and the Collection Room
DURATION 1.5 hours
MIN 10 paying guests
GROUP RATES $28.50pp*

TIME SAVER

INCLUDES Guided tours of the March of the Titanosaurs exhibition, the Fossil Preparation Laboratory, the Collection Room and self-guided exploration of Dinosaur Canyon
DURATION 3.5 hours
MIN 10 paying guests
GROUP RATES $55pp*
Tea and coffee

Enjoy tea and coffee at the Cretaceous Café. Your guests will have ample opportunity to take in the views from The Jump-Up Dark-Sky Sanctuary while browsing the Museum Shop.

**INCLUDES** Self-serve hot-water urn and a range of tea and coffee options

**DURATION** 10 to 15 minutes

**MIN** 10 paying guests

**GROUP RATES $4pp (Drivers or crew $4pp)**

Morning or afternoon tea

Appreciate our expansive views while enjoying a light morning or afternoon tea platter, served at the Cretaceous Café atop The Jump-Up Dark-Sky Sanctuary.

**INCLUDES** A selection of biscuits, lamingtons and fresh fruit juice

**DURATION** 10 to 15 minutes

**MIN** 10 paying guests

**GROUP RATES $9pp (Drivers or crew $9pp)**

Lunch

Served at either the Cretaceous Café or Dinosaur Canyon Outpost, offer your guests a chance to reflect and recharge with a fresh lunch before beginning their next experience.

**INCLUDES** A deliciously fresh, seasonal fruit platter, assorted sandwiches, wraps and fresh fruit juice

**DURATION** 20 to 30 minutes

**MIN** 10 paying guests

**GROUP RATES $18pp (Drivers or crew $18pp)**

Deluxe BBQ

The Deluxe BBQ includes a two-course meal and a selection of drinks. Your guests will also receive a complimentary copy of the Museum's latest AAOD Journal to take home.

**INCLUDES** Shared antipasto platters, prime local meat, fresh salads, sliced Vienna bread, beer, 'dinosaur' wine and soft drink

**DURATION** 1.5 to 2 hours

**MIN** 15 paying guests

**GROUP RATES $65pp (Drivers or crew $49pp)**
Dinosaur Stampede National Monument tour

The dinosaur trackways at Dinosaur Stampede National Monument are located 110km southwest of Winton. The trackways were formed 95 million years ago when Outback Queensland was a vastly different place. A herd of at least 150 small two-legged dinosaurs, including carnivorous coelurosaurs about the size of chickens and slightly larger plant-eating ornithopods, came to drink at the edge of a lake.

Over 3,300 footprints of these long-extinct dinosaurs are scattered over the rock face, stark evidence of the terror they must have experienced as they fled the scene upon the arrival of a large theropod.

This snapshot of a few terrifying moments has been frozen in time, immortalising the event and making Winton home to the only-known dinosaur stampede in the world. This is truly an experience not to be missed!

INCLUDES A guided tour of the Dinosaur Stampede National Monument at Lark Quarry Conservation Park

DURATION 45 minutes

MIN 10 paying guests

GROUP RATES $18.50pp*
CONTACT OUR SALES TEAM TODAY

BOOKINGS@AAOD.COM.AU OR 07 4589 5504

* Terms and conditions apply. Prices include GST and are correct as of 28 July 2022. Drivers or crew will receive FOC tour entry only. All meals must be paid for. Prices valid from 1 January 2023 to 31 December 2023. From 1 November to 31 March the Museum and Dinosaur Stampede are closed on Sundays.

^ All bookings that include catering must adhere to the minimum pax specified (excluding drivers and crew) and all final numbers and dietary requirements must be confirmed two weeks prior to arrival. Catering options are only available with group tour packages at the Australian Age of Dinosaurs Museum. Please enquire for more information.